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Coaches Pavilion - Careers you may not have known about
Please unscramble the words below
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A person whose job involves discovering or
1. EAHRRREECS

verifying information for use in a book,
program, and scientific research etc
Plan, organize, and implement a range of

2. GRNTNIIA EITSAIPLCS

training activities. Train new hires as well as
veteran employees.

3. SUNETTD

A person who takes an interest in a particular
subject.
This person helps develop content strategies,

4. CISLOA DEMIA ITSTTAGRES

helping to grow a client's business through a
variety of online and social channels.

5. OIEVC EVOR LTNTEA

Also known as off-camera or off-stage
commentary.
This profession is scientific study of matter

6. SYHPCIS OMRAJ

and energy. Topics covered include classical
and modern theories, electricity and
magnetism, and relativity.
The earliest definitions emphasized press

7. IPBCLU ONEITRSLA

agentry and publicity, while more modern
definitions incorporate the concepts of
“engagement” and “relationship building.”

8. IOEVSIELNT EPDRUCRO

9. HPRAEORPHGOT

A person who oversees all aspects of video
production on a television program.
A person who takes photographs, especially
as a job.

builds and monitors multiple communities
10. IMCUOYNTM ANREMAG

generated in blogs, forums, social networks,
etc. They become the authorised voice of the
company.

11. KSID CJKOEY

12. RCEEAR AHCCO

A person who introduces and plays recorded
popular music, especially on radio.
A person who guides another in planning and
managing their career.
Derives from Latin as a "person who

13. SPOOSFERR

professes" being usually an expert in arts or
sciences, a teacher of the highest rank.

14. IIRNCAPLP

15. MTIICNOOANCUM SREEIDNG

16. BROGGEL

A chief or head, particularly of a school.
The practice of planning and shaping a
message in content, form and delivery.
A person who regularly writes and/or creates
material for a blog

Of the 16 careers listed above, write down the top 5 you are interested
in learning more about. Then reference the EXPO Guide to see what
time those professions will be represented at the Coaches Pavilion.
1._________________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________________
4._________________________________________________________
5._________________________________________________________

